Continuous monitoring of cerebrovascular pressure reactivity after traumatic brain injury in children.
We hypothesized that pressure reactivity index (PRx) values indicating preserved cerebrovascular pressure autoregulation would be associated with survival in children with traumatic brain injury (TBI). This hypothesis was tested in a prospective, blinded, observational, pilot study. Twenty-one children admitted between May 2006 and September 2008 with severe TBI necessitating invasive intracranial pressure monitoring were enrolled in this study. The PRx was continuously monitored as a moving, linear correlation coefficient between low-frequency waves of intracranial and arterial blood pressures. Positive values of PRx approaching 1 indicate impaired cerebrovascular pressure reactivity, whereas negative PRx values or values close to 0 indicate preserved cerebrovascular pressure reactivity. Survival was the primary outcome and was compared with the average PRx value obtained during the intracranial pressure-monitoring period. PRx was associated with survival in this cohort; survivors (N = 15) had a mean PRx +/- SD of 0.08 +/- 0.19, and nonsurvivors (N = 6) had a mean PRx of 0.69 +/- 0.21 (P = .0009). In this sample, continuous PRx monitoring suggested impaired cerebrovascular pressure reactivity at low levels of cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) and intact cerebrovascular pressure reactivity at higher levels of CPP. Intact cerebrovascular pressure reactivity quantified with the PRx is associated with survival after severe head trauma in children. The PRx is CPP dependent in children. The PRx may be useful for defining age-specific and possibly patient-specific optimal targets for CPP after TBI.